Introduction
In a recent paper by G. Dantzig [1] , an algorithm was introduced to obtain solutions for certain quadratic programming problems by a modified simplex program. TSiis programming algorithm follows closely the methods employed by Wolfe and Markowitz [2] . In this introduction, we shall outline Dantzig*s theorems for those unfamiliar with this method, and also develop the notation used in this paper.
The Criterion Function
We shall formulate the problem as the constrained maximization of a convex quadratic function in x. The criterion function (in vector/matrix notation) will be (1.1) n(x) -xS -^ x t Ax f where x > 0,
x Ax > 0 for all x, and A is a symmetric matrix.
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Some of the columns of the A matrix may have zero elements. The activities associated with these zero rows and columns will be linear activities, not quadratic activities. Thus, by suitable construction of the A matrix, mixed quadratic/linear solutions may be obtained.
1,2, The Constraint Function
In addition to the positivlty requirement for x, we require that the following equation (in vector/matrix notation) be satisfied:
(1.2) Cx = d .
3 A Note or. Slack Vuriables
The vector x is defined so that It contains the required slack components to make (1.2) hold us an equality. 
I
The vector K* is defined as the Lagrangian multiplier vector. We can now write (1.3) and (l-M as (! 8) b + u* -Ax* -cV* = 0 for all x > 0 .
It can be seen then that the vector u is a special kind of slack variable which permits the Kuhn-Tucker inequality (l.U), together with (1.3).
to be written as an equality (l«o).
Similarity Between These Equations and Linear Programning Equations
The similarity between the satisfaction of equations (1.5) and (1.8) and simplex method linear programming can be exploited if satisfaction of (1.6) .-an be ensured and some method of determination can be made of the efficient order In which to bring in new components of x (to take the place of the linear criterion function coefficients of linear programming).
Dantzig has supplied such a selection criterion. A feasible, non-optimal solution, say x 0 (which satisfies (1.5) but does not satisfy (1.3) or (I.**)), will be characterized by a u vector which contains negative components. We note that n of the n activities are slack activities, the rest being productive activities. We may partition the x vector as follows:
where x contains the components of x which represent slack activities,
x contains the components (m-n in number) of x which represent P productive activities.
In the same way, we write
Furthermore, we will assume that the criterion function is restricted only to the productive activities; that is, the slack activities are not costly or productive. Thus, we have is the matrix associated with the productive activities, and P I is the unit matrix associated with the slack activities.
The whole solution matrix of (2.1) may be rewritten as Where we have ra activities and n constraints, the general solution mutrix of dimension (m+n) x (2m+n) may be reduced to a m x 2m matrix. Such a 6 reduction leads to a marked saving in computer memory elements. In Block 2, the A matrix and the C vector are used to determine the initial valae cf the X vector, ujiis. initial solution is farmed by running the alack activities at a level which consumes all the available -escurceg.
Furthermore, the complementary productive activities are also introduced (since the productive activities are all at zero) so that the C vector is completely satisfied. This Initial solution, although a feasible solution, is far from optimal since all the resources are "thrown away" by the s.ack activities.
Bloak 3
The printer now prints out the initial solution. At this stage, the new X vector is assembled. The incoming activity, X(K), will become positive and equal to the new C(K), while the outgoing activity, X(KA), will become 0. . Since the C vector has been modified, J the other activity levels will change somewhat.
Block 10
The printer will print the sequence number of the new solution.
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Block 11
The printer will print the index numbers of the incoming and outgoing activities and the binding constraint.
Block 12
The printer will cow print the new C vector. Following this, the A matrix and 1 vector components will be printed out, row by row, until the entire solution ts»s teen printed.
Block 13
The compleraentÄFit/ ebeoli is now made. 
Block.U
The computer enters this bioek only when the complementarity test passes. The printer will print out a notice that the solution (printed formerly in Block 12) is a feasible solution.
The computer now returns to Block it-and determines the conditions for another solution.
program to be used for most applications. In this case, these statements have been made general enough to permit the 3.U. The Layout of Input Data Cards.
In the assignment of coefficients to be punched in the input data cards, some arbitrary, but prescribed, index order of the constraints and activities is assumed. This index order, once set, is adhered to throughout the assignment.
3.4.I. The Index Card
The index information is placed on one card with the following format: ISie above sequence is repeated for MT cards, the last of which is...
..
•.. and so on uxitli ..... 
